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Conflict Update # 205 

October 8th, 2022 

Back issues at www.accgroupco.com 

Conflict Assessment 

Russian losses – 62,060 (+380) soldiers killed, 2,472 (+6) enemy tanks, 5,111 (+18) armored  combat vehicles, 1,459 

(+4) artillery systems, 345 (+1) MLRS systems, 180 (+3) air defense systems, 266 (+0) warplanes, 234 (+1) helicopters, 

1,079 (+12) UAVs of the operational-tactical level, 246 (+0) cruise missiles, 15 (+0) warships/cutters, 3,875 (+13) trucks 

and tankers, 4 Iskander Missile Launchers (+0), 76 fuel bowsers (+0) and 136 (+2) units of specialized equipment. 

Key Takeaways 

Explosion reported on Kerch bridge in Crimea - There was an explosion on the Crimean (Kerch) bridge, pro-

Kremlin Telegram channels and local outlet Kerch.fm report, citing eyewitnesses. 

The fire started at about 6am and engulfed a freight train on the railway tracks. The pillar of the flame are rising from 

the Arshyntseve residential area towards the strait, Kerch.fm writes. The pro-Kremlin telegraph channel Operative 

Bulletins reports that local residents heard an explosion. 

The huge blast early this morning severely damaged the only bridge connecting illegally annexed Crimea to the Russian 

mainland. At least three people were killed in the explosion, which caused parts of Europe's longest bridge to collapse, 

Russian officials said.  

Russian leaders said the blast was caused by a truck blowing up on the road bridge. Ukrainian officials have publicly 

celebrated the explosion, without directly claiming responsibility. 

Damage can be seen in the photograph above. 

Comment – Should this have been a Ukrainian attack, it presents a signal of escalation. The Kerch Bridge provides the 

sole land link between Russia and Crimea through which Russia supplies Crimea and Kherson Oblasts. 

It is understood Ukraine is replenishing supplies and equipment and rotating troops north of River Dnipro in Kherson 

Oblast, as contained in earlier Updates this week. 
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Eliminating Kerch Bridge sends a Ukrainian signal that is destroying Russian supply lines into Kherson and Crimea, 

seemingly and indication into southern Kherson, and then on to Crimea. 

But until the cause is definitively determined, the explosion may have been an industrial mishap. 

15,000 Russian troops reported isolated in Kherson Oblast to the north of the River Dnipro – Social 

media is awash with reports that Ukraine is about to spring shut a pincer movement in the area north of the River 

Dnipro in Kherson Oblast. 

We have reported on this matter for some weeks now, with Ukrainian forces pushing southwards from Zaporizhia 

Oblast, heading to the River Inhulets ❷ in the map below, where it was thought Russia may mount a defensive line 

ahead of any battle for Kherson city itself. 

However, there was no reported Ukrainian movement of troops eastwards from Mykolaiv, ❶ in the map, until earlier 

this morning, media suggests. 

With their back against the River Dnipro ❸ in the map, Russian soldiers and battalions have nowhere to escape to, 

with Ukraine eliminating all bridges and roads to and from the area. 

This is consistent in context 

with the preceding article 

regarding the explosion on 

Kerch Bridge in Crimea.  

For that however to  cause any 

real effect on Russian 

replenishment moves, the 

bridge will need to be 

subjected to further assault 

and damage on the alongside 

rail bridge.  

The severe damage to the 

bridge was suffered on the 

road bridge, not the main 

conduit for Russian re-supply.  

The rail bridge was however 

severely damaged by the fire 

around six fuel bogies, ignited 

by the road bridge blast. 

“The frontlines are changing so fast, things we say now may not be valid in a few hours” - Ukraine’s army 

has pushed Russian forces back in the south and east. We ask how they’ve managed to make such impressive gains so 

quickly, whether more could follow and what Russia’s reaction might be. Why Britain has such troubles building homes, 

power stations and really much of anything. And how Maine’s lobstermen are responding to the latest threat to their 

industry. Runtime: 26 min 

Ukrainian forces continued their counteroffensive in northeastern Kharkiv near Kupiansk -  according to 

the Institute for the Study of War. Russian troops are establishing defensive positions in northern Kherson, the think-

tank said. 
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Ukraine battles Russian advance in key town of Bakhmut - Ukrainian soldiers are defending the eastern 

industrial town of Bakhmut as Moscow-backed separatist forces in the war-battered Donetsk region advance after 

recapturing a series of villages nearby. 

Bakhmut — a wine-producing and salt-mining town, on the main road from Donetsk to Kyiv, once home to 70,000 

people — would be a major prize if Russia has any hope of securing the region after invading Ukraine in February. 

Wounded Russian soldier tells Ukrainians 'Just finish me' in video – A video circulating on social media shows 

a wounded Russian soldier pleading with Ukrainians in the southern Kharkiv region to end his life. 

The 2-minute clip, which was published by multiple local Telegram channels and on Twitter, shows a Russian soldier 

with his leg trapped underneath a collapsed wall. 

A Ukrainian soldier is heard in the video telling his fellow troops to cover him so that he can rescue the trapped man. 

Russian soldier blew himself up with a grenade to avoid being captured - A Russian soldier used a grenade 

to die by suicide in front of advancing Ukrainian forces to avoid being captured as the Kremlin's forces are being forced 

to retreat, a Ukrainian commander said.  
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The commander told The New York Times that Moscow's forces are in a state of "panic" as Russia continues to suffer 

disastrous defeats on the battlefield in Ukraine.  

Russia strikes annexed area - Russia concentrated attacks Friday in its increasingly troubled invasion of Ukraine on 

areas it illegally annexed as the death toll from earlier missile strikes on apartment buildings in the southern city of 

Zaporizhzhia rose to 14, AP reports. 

Ukraine battles Russian advance in key town of Bakhmut - Ukrainian soldiers are defending the eastern 

industrial town of Bakhmut as Moscow-backed separatist forces in the war-battered Donetsk region advance after 

recapturing a series of villages nearby. 

Bakhmut — a wine-producing and salt-mining town, on the main road from Donetsk to Kyiv, once home to 70,000 

people — would be a major prize if Russia has any hope of securing the region after invading Ukraine in February. 

Ukrainian Counteroffensives - Eastern Ukraine: (Oskil River-Kreminna Line) - Russian sources claimed that 

Ukrainian forces continued counteroffensive operations from Kharkiv Oblast in the direction of Svatove on October 8. 

The Russian Ministry of Defense (MoD) claimed that Russian forces repelled Ukrainian assaults southeast of Kupyansk. 

The Head of the Kharkiv Oblast administration, Oleg Synehubov, reported that Russian forces continued to shell 

Kupyansk and surrounding settlements. Russian forces continued routine artillery, air, and missile strikes in eastern 

Ukraine in the vicinity of Kharkiv City, Bohodukhiv, and near Izyum. 
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Russian sources also claimed that 

Ukrainian forces continued 

counteroffensive operations in the 

Kreminna direction today and the 

Russian MoD claimed they had repelled 

Ukrainian forces attempting to cross 

the Zherebets River at an unspecified 

location.  

The Donetsk People’s Republic (DNR) 

People’s Militia claimed that Russian 

forces maintain full control over the 

Kreminna-Svatove highway, despite 

previous reports of Ukrainian forces 

operating in the area. The Russian MoD 

also claimed that Russian airstrikes hit 

two Ukrainian concentrations of 

manpower south of Kreminna near 

Siversk and west of Kreminna near 

Yampilivka.  

The Russian MoD is increasingly 

including tactical details about 

Ukrainian forces in its claims, likely in 

response to Russian milblogger 

criticism that they do not report 

enough on Ukrainian advances. ISW 

makes no attempt to evaluate the 

veracity of the details the Russian MoD 

presents about the sizes, echelons, 

designations, or types of Ukrainian 

units and will not present those details 

in our reports. 

Ukrainian sources reported that 

Russian forces are continuing to suffer 

personnel losses in Luhansk Oblast. The 

Ukrainian General Staff reported on 

October 8 that Russian forces 

transported 300 wounded personnel to 

a hospital in Luhansk Oblast. 

Southern Ukraine: (Kherson Oblast) - Russian forces continued establishing defensive positions in Kherson Oblast 

today. Ukraine’s Southern Operational Command reported that Russian forces continued to shell areas along the line of 

contact to prevent Ukrainian advances and began establishing new defensive lines in the Beryslav and Nova Kakhovka 

Raions.  
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A Russian source claimed that Ukrainian 

forces are continuing to consolidate along 

the front line near Davydiv Brid and Mala 

Oleksandrivka and are equipping 

strongholds in Bezimenne, all near the 

Ukrainian bridgehead over the Inhulets 

River.  

Ukrainian and Russian sources reported 

ongoing battles north and northwest of 

Kherson City, near the Ukrainian 

bridgehead over the Inhulets River, and 

northeast of Beryslav earlier today. The 

Ukrainian General Staff (UGS) reported 

that Ukrainian forces repelled a Russian 

ground attack near Ternovy Pody, roughly 

20km northwest of Kherson City. 

Ukraine’s Southern Operational Command 

reported that Russian forces 

unsuccessfully attempted to advance in 

the area of Davydiv Brid and Mala 

Oleksandrivka near the Ukrainian 

bridgehead over the Inhulets River.  

The Russian MoD claimed that Russian 

forces repelled Ukrainian attempts to 

advance near Sukhanove, Pyatikhatki, 

Sadok, Ishchenka, Burskynske, Shchaslyve, 

and Mala Seidemynykha on the northern 

Kherson Oblast frontline. A Russian source 

claimed that Russian forces retook 

Pravdyne, 33km northwest of Kherson City and also claimed that Russian forces repelled a Ukrainian ground attack 

near Dudchany on the western bank of the Dnipro River. The Donetsk People’s Republic (DNR) claimed that Russian 

forces maintain positions in Snihurivka, Mykolaiv Oblast, approximately 60km east of Mykolaiv City, and reported 

ongoing fighting on the outskirts of the settlement. 

Ukrainian forces continued their interdiction campaign in Kherson Oblast to support their southern counteroffensive on 

October 8, with their Southern Operational Command reporting they struck three Russian concentrations of manpower 

and equipment and a logistics point in Beryslav Raion.  

Ukraine's Southern Operational Command also reported that Ukrainian aviation struck Russian anti-aircraft systems in 

Beryslav and Kakhovka Raions. Geolocated images show that Ukrainian forces likely hit five fuel storage facilities near 

Kyselivka, Bilozerskyi Raion.  

Ukrainian forces reportedly shot down a Russian Orlan-10 drone in Chervone, Beryslav Raion. The Russian MoD claimed 

that land and maritime logistics routes are continuously provisioning Russian forces operating in the Mykolaiv-Kryvyi 

Rih and Zaporizhia directions, however. 
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Russian Subordinate Main Effort—Donetsk Oblast - Russian forces continued conducting ground attacks 

throughout Donetsk Oblast today. UGS 

reported their forces repelled Russian 

ground attacks on and around Bakhmut 

near Vyimka, Bilohorivka, Bakhmutske, 

and Krasna Hora to the north and 

Mayorsk, Ozeryanivka, Zaitseve, 

Odradivka, and Andriivka to the south.  

A Russian milblogger referred to recent 

Russian-claimed gains south of Bakhmut 

of Zaitseve and Vesela Dolyna as a 

“tactical success.” ISW first reported on 

Russian ground attacks against Zaitseve 

and Vesela Dolyna on August 5 and July 

13 respectively, noting that Russian 

forces have taken over two months to 

be able to claim to have secured two 

small villages.  

UGS also reported that Ukrainian forces 

repelled Russian ground assaults 

around Avdiivka near Pervomaiske, 

Vesele, Kamianka, and Nevelske, and in 

western Donetsk Oblast near Pobieda, 

Krasnohorivka, and Novomykhailivka.  

The Russian MoD claimed their forces 

repelled a Ukrainian counterattack at an 

unspecified location in the “South 

Donetsk” direction, possibly referring to 

the Vuhledar, western Donetsk Oblast 

area, but there is currently no 

independent confirmation of the 

Russian MoD’s definition of this 

operational direction. 

Ukrainian forces conducted strikes 

against railway stations in the Russian rear in Donetsk Oblast earlier this morning. The DNR claimed that Ukrainian 

forces struck a railway station in Ilovaisk, Donetsk Oblast, damaging three diesel fuel tanks for trains and a technical 

area of the station. Russian sources claimed that Ukrainian forces struck the Karan railway station in Andriivka, Donetsk 

Oblast, roughly 51km north of Mariupol. Geolocated footage shows smoke rising from the station area with audible 

secondary detonations, likely from ammunition. 

Supporting Effort—Southern Axis - Russian forces continued to conduct routine artillery, air, and missile strikes 

west of Hulyaipole and in Dnipropetrovsk and Mykolaiv Oblasts on October 8.  

Ukrainian sources reported that Russian forces attacked Zaporizhzhia City, Mykolaiv City, Ochakiv, and areas of Odesa 

Oblast with Shahed-136 kamikaze drones but stated that Ukrainian forces successfully shot them down. Russian forces 
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also continued artillery fire and drone strikes against infrastructure in Nikopol and Marhanets, Dnipropetrovsk Oblast, 

on the north bank of the Dnipro River.  

UGS reported that Ukrainian forces shelled Russian manpower and equipment concentrations in the areas of Polohy 

and Tokmak, Zaporizhia Oblast, and that Russian forces suffered at least 85 casualties. 

Russian and Ukrainian sources traded accusations of shelling the Zaporizhzhia Nuclear Power Plant (ZNPP) overnight on 

October 7-8, and they, together with IAEA stated that the shelling cut off the external energy supply to the ZNPP after 

engineers had just restored the external power line on October 7. Ukrainian Enerhodar Mayor Dmytro Orlov later 

stated that engineers restored power to Enerhodar and the surrounding settlements on October 8. Russian Zaporizhia 

Oblast occupation official Vladimir Rogov stated that Russian atomic energy agency Rosatom has already started the 

process of integrating the ZNPP into the Russian power grid. 

Senior Russian general killed near Kharkiv, second in recent days - Ukrainian intelligence says a top Russian 

military officer has been killed in fighting near the city of Kharkiv and has released what it says are intercepted phone 

calls that appear to partly corroborate the death. 

If confirmed, Major General Gerasimov would be the second top general to have been killed in fighting in Ukraine in 

recent weeks. 

Putin 

Putin’s own allies turn on him as Ukraine unleashes hell in stolen Russian tanks - Hot on the heels of 

embarrassing reports of Russian recruits fighting each other and Moscow loyalists calling for Kremlin ministers to kill 

themselves, it seems the rage against Putin’s handling of his invasion of Ukraine is now openly being conveyed to the 

man himself by members of his own inner circle. 

A report yesterday - Putin’s 70th birthday - said that one of his closest allies had openly challenged the disastrous way 

the war was being conducted. The landmark challenge was even significant enough to be included in U.S. President 

Biden’s daily intelligence briefing, according to anonymous officials cited by the Washington Post. 

Although the individual who voiced the dissent was not identified, their discontent was said to center around mistakes 

being made by those directing the “special military operation” in Ukraine. 

“Since the start of the occupation we have witnessed growing alarm from a number of Putin’s inner circle,” a Western 

intelligence official told the Post. “Our assessments suggest they are particularly exercised by recent Russian losses, 

misguided direction and extensive military shortcomings.” 

As well as the embarrassing leak from U.S. officials, British intelligence also gave Putin an unwelcome birthday surprise 

with a mind-blowing report on the staggering number of captured Russian tanks and armored vehicles currently being 

used by Ukraine. 

“Repurposed captured Russian equipment now makes up a large proportion of Ukraine’s military hardware,” the report 

from the U.K.’s defense ministry said. “Ukraine has likely captured at least 440 Russian Main Battle Tanks, and around 

650 other armored vehicles since the invasion. Over half of Ukraine’s currently fielded tank fleet potentially consists of 

captured vehicles.” 

Putin orders seizure of Exxon-led Sakhalin-1 oil and gas project - Putin signed a decree on Friday, October 7, 

that establishes a new operator for the Exxon Mobil Corporation-led Sakhalin-1 oil and gas project in Russia’s Far East. 
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Putin’s move affecting Exxon’s largest investment in Russia mimics a strategy he used to seize control of other energy 

properties in the country. 

The decree gives the Russian government authority to decide whether foreign shareholders can retain stakes in the 

project. 

Exxon holds a 30% operator stake in Sakhalin-1, with Russian company Rosneft, India’s ONGC Videsh, and Japan’s 

SODECO as partners. 

Impacts 

Russian 'elite' guard arresting military in Moscow: Ukraine Intelligence - Ukrainian intelligence officials said 

Saturday that an "elite" Russian military division arrested other members of the military in Moscow as discontent 

appears to grow over the Ukraine war. 

The alleged arrests, which Newsweek could not independently confirm, come more than seven months after Putin 

launched the so-called "special military operation" against Ukraine. Although Kremlin officials aimed for a quick victory, 

Moscow's forces have struggled to achieve any substantial goals in the war. Meanwhile, Kyiv says its forces have taken 

back thousands of square miles of Russian-occupied territory in recent weeks. 

Putin appears to be facing mounting political pressure back at home as his loses in Ukraine continue to pile up. Russian 

media figures have been increasingly willing to criticize the war, which they support but argue has been poorly 

executed. Putin allies have demanded accountability and changes in the way Russia continues the invasion. 

Earlier today the Defense Intelligence of Ukraine tweeted that arrests of some members of the military had begun in 

Moscow. They did not provide ample details about the alleged arrests. It remained unknown who or how many people 

were allegedly arrested, as well as any reasons for the claimed arrests. 

Starlink outages put 'dent' in Ukrainian counteroffensive against Putin - Starlink communications device 

outages are straining the Ukrainian military as it mounts a counteroffensive to take back territory occupied by the 

Russians, according to Ukrainian officials. 

Starlink, a satellite internet system operated by SpaceX, deployed technology to Ukraine after Russia invaded the 

country in late February. The company's billionaire CEO Elon Musk recently estimated that the company has spent $80 

million in remote internet terminals for the Eastern European country. 

However, the Financial Times reported on Friday that a senior government official in Ukraine said Starlink outages have 

created a "catastrophic" loss of communication on the frontlines of the war in Ukraine. One anonymous official told the 

newspaper that such outages occurred as forces were making advances into Russian-occupied areas. Soldiers also told 

the newspaper that the communications systems stopped working mid-battle, and that some Starlink technology hasn't 

worked in areas recently taken back from the Russians. 

Roman Sinicyn, a coordinator at the Serhiy Prytula Charity, which has helped donate Starlink technology to Ukraine, 

told the Financial Times that the outages may be occurring because SpaceX is trying to prevent Russian forces from 

accessing the communications systems in areas that were only recently liberated by Ukrainians. 

"It is absolutely clear to me that this is being done by representatives of Starlink to prevent the usage of their 

technology by Russian occupation forces," Sinicyn said. 

Subrahmanian also told Newsweek that the Ukrainian military "probably" didn't tell Starlink they were planning to 

advance on "certain zones previously occupied by the Russians." 
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Geopolitics 

Zelensky urges world leaders to recognize Japan’s claim to disputed Russian-occupied islands - Ukrainian 

President Zelenskyy called on the international community to recognize Japanese claims to four disputed islands that 

Russia has controlled for more than half a century.  

Zelensky said in an address to the Ukrainian people on Friday that he had signed a decree recognizing the sovereignty 

and territorial integrity of Japan, including the Russian-held territories. 

The islands of Habomai, Shikotan, Kunashiri and Etorofu, referred to as the Northern Territories by Japan and the 

Southern Kurils by Russia, have historically been part of Japan, but Russia captured them in the final days of World War 

II in 1945. Japan contends that this was in violation of the Neutrality Pact that it and the Soviet Union signed earlier in 

the war.  

Japan and the Soviet Union were not at war for most of the conflict until the end, after Germany’s defeat.  

The 1951 Treaty of San Francisco, which officially dismantled Japan’s empire, stated that Japan should give up its right 

to the Kuril Islands, but it does not recognize the Soviet Union’s control over them. Japan argues that it should control 

the four southernmost islands in the chain. 

Comment – We have previously reported on these islands with regard to Russia occupying both Japanese and Chinese-

claimed islands in the eastern hemisphere. 

Russian mobilization 

Conscripted Russians keep mysteriously dying before reaching battlefield – A mobilized Russian soldier has 

reportedly been found dead in the latest unexplained demise of troops drafted to join Putin's invasion of Ukraine. 

State news agency Tass reported that the body of the soldier had been found on the site of the Novosibirsk Higher 

Military Command School in Siberia, according to the regional human-rights commissioner Nina Shalabayeva. 

The local news outlet Sibkray.ru reported that the man was from Novosibirsk and, according to relatives, had died "as a 

result of violent actions." 

Shalabayeva said that, on Sunday, a 35-year-old volunteer from the Irkutsk region, southeastern Siberia, who was later 

named as Alexander Koltun, died in his sleep at the same site. 

His mother, Elena Zausaeva, said he had died on the fourth day of his stay in the unit. She had been told on the phone 

that "he died from low-quality alcohol" and had been drinking there "for several days." 

"Now they are talking about heart failure," she said, according to Zona Media, "but the fact is that my son never abused 

alcohol. He went to Ukraine absolutely consciously, voluntarily," Irkutsk News reported that the cause of the death 

would not be disclosed. 

The cost of mobilization - The financial, logistical, and political challenges of supporting the Russian mobilization 

process continue to fuel societal division within Russia and criticism of the government. The Kremlin and Russian 

Ministry of Defense (MOD) risk alienating core supporters including those supportive of mobilization by failing to 

address inconsistencies and inadequacies in the implementation of mobilization. 

The large-scale removal of Russian men of working age (either through mobilization or through their flight) has left 

holes in the positions they formerly filled. A Russian source reported on October 6 that the Russian Ministry of Natural 

Resources proposed to exempt garbage collectors and garbage truck drivers from mobilization.  
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Forbes reported on October 6 that Russian sports centers again petitioned authorities for an exemption to mobilization 

for coaches and instructors, as mobilization applies to 70% of men employed in the industry. Mothers caring for 

children after the mobilization of their husbands will also face greater non-work demands on their time.  

A Russian source reported two days ago that the Liberal Democratic Party drafted a bill authorizing the reduction of 

work hours for mothers with mobilized husbands to 35 hours a week at prior salaries. Russian authorities appear to 

have recognized and attempted to address labor shortages caused by mobilization.  

UGS reported earlier today that local authorities in some Russian districts are attempting to implement mobilization 

plans drawing on unemployed men of conscription age. However, the economic gaps left by the sudden removal of part 

of the Russian workforce are likely to continue to create complications. 

Funding mobilization poses an economic challenge to Russian regions, as ISW has previously reported. Russian regions 

balance pressure to deliver on promises to the mobilized while remaining within their means. A local Russian source 

reported on October 6 that Tartarstan Deputy Finance Minister Gela Gerasimova stated that the budget of the oblast 

cannot finance mobilization, claiming mobilization will draw on the federal budget.  

Omsk Governor Aleksandr Burkov stated yesterday that he found an unspecified way to pay each mobilized person 

100,000 rubles ($1,603) after previously stating the region's budget could not afford such payments. The costs of 

mobilization are likely to continue well into 2023, and the long-term viability of such solutions is questionable. 

Poor behavior demonstrated by conscripts brought to training grounds has disturbed nearby communities. A Russian 

source reported yesterday residents of Mulino raised complaints that the mobilized sent to Mulino training grounds 

drank heavily and walked around the village. ISW has previously reported similar complaints in this area. Nizhny 

Novgorod Governor Gleb Nikitin has therefore banned the sale of alcohol during mobilization in Mulino. 

Reports from October 6 and 7 show a series of women across Russia recording video messages asking for help in 

response to their husbands’ illegal mobilization. ISW has previously reported an ongoing pattern of mobilization of 

Russians with disqualifying health and personal circumstances. Fontanka Saint Petersburg reported on October 6 that a 

housewife in Krasnogvardeysky District, Saint Petersburg, received a mobilization notice. This report is the first that ISW 

has identified detailing the mobilization of a woman without mention of a relevant work background. 

Mobilized soldiers also continue to face extreme conditions. A Russian news source counted 15 deaths among the 

mobilized from various regions prior to deployment to Ukraine as of October 7. 

Discrepancies in the level of public concern for newly mobilized units as compared to contract soldiers have created a 

rift in Russian society. Ukraine’s Main Military Intelligence Directorate (GUR) published today a recording of a call 

between a contract Russian soldier and his mother. The mother complained that mobilized units face preferential 

treatment over volunteer and contract soldiers who have been fighting for months. The mother argued that Russian 

contract soldiers purchased their own equipment and faced the same difficulties as newly mobilized soldiers while the 

Russian public did not care in the same way that they do about the mobilized men. She also noted that contract 

soldiers faced such difficulties without the 200,000-300,000-ruble ($3,207-4,811) bonus received by the mobilized. The 

mother directly expressed discontent with the apparent unreachability of Putin on issues related to soldiers’ well-being 

and questioned whether he “even [knows] where our guys are?” ISW cannot confirm the extent of such dissatisfaction, 

but the increasing concessions given to mobilized men in response to broad criticism of the mobilization effort could 

increase such feelings among contract soldiers, volunteer soldiers, and their families. 

Deputy Russian Minister of Defense Viktor Goremykin deflected criticism that the Russian MoD is severely 

undersupplying soldiers by claiming yesterday that Russian Armed Forces “have everything necessary to provide for 

every servicemember in full.”  
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Widespread reports of Russian mobilized units being forced to purchase their own equipment and clothing, going for 

days with no food or water, and requesting donations from Russian society contradict Goremykin’s statement. Military 

bloggers publicly mocked Goremykin’s false claim and marveled at the ability of the Russian MoD to continue denying 

obvious logistical problems. One Russian military blogger claimed that they prioritize “attempts to create an external 

gloss” above the lives of soldiers and above the need to win. Another stated that it is no longer possible to replace 

reality with beautiful reports. Blatantly false claims decrease general belief in the credibility of the Russian MoD and 

contribute to the growing narrative of MoD incompetence. 

Russian authorities appear to be avoiding prosecution of men avoiding military summonses. Russian lawyer Pavel 

Chikov posted to Telegram yesterday that the Penza Prosecutor’s Office canceled the first criminal case for evasion of 

mobilization under Article 328 of the Russian criminal code after launching the case two days before. Federation 

Council Committee on Constitutional Legislation and State Building Head Andrey Klishas stated on October 7 that it is 

unlawful to threaten citizens with criminal liability under Article 328 for refusal to mobilize. Such responses could 

represent a response to public pressure or challenges in prosecuting all mobilization dodgers. They could also represent 

the desire to try mobilization dodgers under alternative articles or continue attempts to force dodgers to mobilize 

rather than sit in prison. 

Humanitarian 

UN rights body agrees to appoint expert to scrutinize Russia - The 47-member Human Rights Council passed 

the proposal, presented last week by all European Union member countries except Hungary, on a 17-6 vote, with 24 

abstentions. 

Mass burial sites found in retaken town of Lyman - Ukraine says two mass burial sites have been found in the 

recently-recaptured eastern town of Lyman, after Russia retreated. 

The Ukrainian governor of the Donetsk region, Pavlo Kyrylenko, said one burial site had about 200 individual graves 

containing civilian bodies. 

It was unclear how many bodies the second site held, but it may contain both soldiers and civilians, he said. The time 

and cause of death for the deceased is yet to be determined. 

The BBC was not able to independently verify the claims. 

Mr Kyrylenko, writing on Telegram, said officials had begun investigating both burial sites. He also asked people not to 

speculate on the details until the investigation was completed. 

Over 500 Civilian Bodies Found in Kharkiv - More than 500 civilian bodies have been recovered throughout the 

Kharkiv region since the beginning of September, a Ukrainian official said. 

During a news briefing Thursday, Serhii Bolvinov, head of Kharkiv Oblast police's investigative department, said 534 

civilian bodies, including 19 children, have been recovered in liberated areas of Kharkiv since Sept. 7. 

Many of those bodies recovered, 477, came from the mass burial site in the liberated city of Izium. 

Police have also found 22 locations they believe were used a torture chambers in the liberated region, Bolvinov said. 

There were several detention centers holding civilians and prisoners of war in almost all major Russian-held cities, he 

added. 

"Russian units set up such places of detention of civilians and prisoners of war in almost all the settlements where they 

were based," Bolvinov said in a news briefing Thursday. 
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He added that the most common torture techniques were electric shock and severe beatings with sticks and other 

objects based on witness accounts. There are cases of pulling out nails and using gas masks to restrict breathing, 

Bolvinov said. 

Bolvinov said police are also investigating reports that Russian solider set up headquarters in a private house in the 

village of Pisky-Radkivski, east of Izium. He said witnesses heard screams and pleas for help from the house's basement. 

This report comes amid ongoing war crimes investigations in areas of Ukraine that were liberated from Russian 

occupation since the invasion began. 

Containment 

Ukraine repurposing abandoned Russian equipment - Military vehicles abandoned by Russian forces in Ukraine 

now account for "a large portion" of the military vehicles Ukraine is using in the Russia-Ukraine war, according to UK 

defense officials. 

The UK MoD said in a Friday intelligence update that Russian troops' "failure" to destroy their military vehicles and 

other weaponry before withdrawing from the battlefield "highlights their poor state of training and low levels of battle 

discipline." The defense ministry predicted Russia will "likely continue to lose heavy weaponry" as the war continues. 

UK defense officials estimated Ukraine has captured 440 or more Russian tanks and about 650 additional armored 

vehicles in the months since Russia first invaded Ukraine in late February. 

"Over half of Ukraine's currently fielded tank fleet potentially consists of captured vehicles," the defense ministry said. 

Something fishy in the Baltics….. 

U.S. navy jet flew across Baltic hours after Nord Stream burst - A U.S. Navy reconnaissance aircraft flew near 

the site of the ruptured Nord Stream 2 pipeline in the Baltic Sea hours after the first damage emerged, according to 

tracking reviewed by Reuters, a flight Washington said was routine. 

Flight data showed a P-8A Poseidon patrol and reconnaissance plane was over the North Sea at 0003 GMT when 

Swedish seismologists registered what they later described as a subsea blast southeast of Bornholm Island in the Baltic 

Sea. 

The plane, which had flown from Iceland, performed a pattern of regular racetrack-shaped circuits over Poland before 

breaking away towards the Baltic pipeline area, data showed. 


